Abstract. In the paper the problem of analytic mechanics, concerning sudden change of constrains is analysed. Four rigid bodies suspended by two oblique ropes in the gravitational field are considered: the beam, the rectangular shield, the triangular shield and the circular shield. At a certain instant one rope is cut. Property of an instantaneous centre of acceleration is used to solve the problem.
Introduction
The problem of suspended rigid beam was published first by Mestchersky in [2] and by Kiedrzyński and Antoniuk in [5] . Solution of the problem was presented in [3] and [4] . Method of solution used in this items of literature resolves itself into setting of three equations of equilibrium and two geometric equations describing the centre of the beam. The equations are expressed by two angles of rotation: angle of rotation of rope and angle of rotation of beam. After derivation, and elimination of the angle of rotation of the rope, the constraint equation is obtained. This equation along with the three fundamental equations of motion allows to solve the problem.
In the paper four cases of various rigid bodies, suspended by two oblique ropes in the gravitational field, are considered. Properties of instantaneous centre of acceleration are used in the analytic solution of these problems.
Problem of rigid beam
Consider the rigid beam AB of mass m and length 2l suspended by two oblique inextensible ropes (Figure 1 ). At an instant rope DB is cut. The problem is to determine components of the acceleration vector of the beam midpoint x a and y a , the angular acceleration  and the dynamic force N in the rope FA . In this paper the method of solution will be based on the property of an instantaneous centre of acceleration. Immediately after the rope cutting the instantaneous centre of velocity is in the same point 
Solution of equations (1) and (2) 
Equations (5) include four unknown quantities x a , y a ,  and N . The fourth equation of constraints will be determined on the basis of the Euler's lemma using property of the instantaneous centre of acceleration Q S  the instantaneous velocity and the instantaneous angular acceleration are equal to zero at the moment. According to the symbols in the Figure 3 it can be written Solution of equations (5) and (6) is given by: 
According to the symbols in the Figure 7 
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  the solution of the system of equations (14) and (15) 
In the Figure 8 , , , 
Conclusions
In the paper four problems concerning instantaneous change of geometric constraints of structures are solved using analytic method. Properties of instantaneous centre of acceleration are used to obtain additional equation of constraints. Considered problems can be applied in analysis of a rope damage during transport of structure elements at a building site and during transport of elements in an assembly room.
